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Chapter 1

APPROACH TOWARDS A
CROSS-DOMAIN SIMULATION MODEL
TO SUPPORT RISK ANALYSIS IN CITIES

Stefan Schauer, Stefan Rass

Abstract Cities and their agglomerations are home to a large number of critical
infrastructures that provide essential services in a geographically narrow
space and are thus physically and logically dependent on one another.
This results in a sensitive network of organizations and connections in
which incidents within one infrastructure can have an impact on the
entire system. Thus, a detailed risk analysis with a strong focus on the
interaction of these networks and on potential cascading effects for the
population represents a central aspect for the protection of these crit-
ical supply infrastructures. In this article, we want to show a general
approach on how to create a cross-domain simulation model, which can
describe the major critical infrastructure networks within a large city up
to a certain level of abstraction. In contrast to existing solutions, this
approach focuses mainly on the dynamic relationships between networks
and integrates mathematical models from stochastics for a realistic rep-
resentation. The central output is a framework that supports a detailed
assessment of the effects of threats both on individual critical infras-
tructures and on possible cascading effects within the entire network of
critical supply infrastructures.

Keywords: cross-domain simulation interdependencies stochastic
model machine learning critical infrastructures.

1. Introduction

Critical infrastructures (CIs) are generally defined as organizations
or systems (or parts thereof) that are responsible for the maintenance
of essential economic and societal functions and whose disruption or
failure would have a significant impact on the economic and social well-
being of the population [5]. Large cities and their agglomerations are
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home to a large number of such CIs that provide central societal pro-
cesses such as the supply of essential goods and services in a confined
space. This creates a number of geographical, physical as well as logical
(information-related) dependencies among them, resulting in a highly
interrelated and sensitive network of organizations and connections [29].
In particular, CIs in the areas of general utilities (electricity, gas, water,
etc.), information and communication technologies (ICT), distribution
of goods (food, fuel, etc.) and transportation (road, rail, etc.) operate
extensive networks which have special requirements in terms of security
measures. Due to such strongly connected interrelations and dependen-
cies, it is clear that an impairment or even the total failure of a critical
supply network does not only affect the network itself but can also have
direct or indirect (cascading) effects on a number of other critical net-
works as well as on the economic and social well-being of the population.
Especially in the context of the Network and Information Security (NIS)
Directive in Europe [4], a detailed risk analysis with a strong focus on
the interaction of these networks and potential cascading effects for the
population is a central aspect for the protection of these critical infras-
tructures.

Currently used systems and tools (see Section 1.2) that can simulate
the function of the supply networks within a city (and thus can serve
operators and administrative institutions as a basis for a risk analysis)
have some disadvantages which make it difficult to fully assess the effects
on the overall system of a city. First of all, the simulation approaches
represent isolated solutions, i.e., they only depict one supply network at
a time. These simulations are designed for the physical characteristics
and technical conditions of the networks and therefore only allow a close
examination of an individual network. In a way, we can think of these
to provide a local view only, whereas a defense against cascading effects
on a larger scale calls for a bird’s eye perspective, i.e., a global view on
a network of interdependent CI. This calls for cross-domain simulation,
for which models are far less available. However, the dependencies on
other networks are usually ignored, which means that a detailed under-
standing of the dynamics in the overall system of all networks within
a city is missing. Additionally, the mainly proprietary systems used by
most supply network operators do not necessarily provide the option
of exchanging data or connecting to systems of other operators to al-
low a cross-domain analysis of an incident. Thus, although the effects
within a particular network can be analyzed by respectively specialized
simulations,, a cross-domain view is generally not possible. As a con-
sequence, the effects of potential threats cannot be assessed precisely,
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since cascading effects in the multi-network infrastructure of a city and
the associated effects on social life are not considered.

In this article, we will show a general concept how to develop a cross-
domain simulation model, which describes the networks of the central
utility infrastructures electricity, gas, water, food and telecommunica-
tions (including ICT) as well as the transport networks (road and rail)
within a large city. The model is developed as part of the currently run-
ning project ODYSSEUS1 and aims at simulating potential threats (both
natural disasters and man-made incidents) with a strong focus on the dy-
namic relationships between the networks. Therefore, ODYSSEUS ap-
plies probabilistic models (e.g. Markov chains, probabilistic automata)
to achieve a flexible yet realistic representation of the networks. The
core output of the ODYSSEUS project is a framework that allows a de-
tailed assessment of both the impact of threats on individual CIs and
the possible cascading effects within the entire network of critical supply
infrastructures. The simulation describes which potential compensation
and displacement mechanisms can be expected within the multi-domain
network of supply infrastructures in case of an incident. From this knowl-
edge, targeted preventive safety measures can be derived, presented and
evaluated, the implementation of which will help to minimize the effects
in the event of an incident.

2. Existing Approaches in the Literature

2.1 Simulation of Supply Networks

A detailed overview of the critical supply networks and their behavior
in the event of an incident can be achieved on the one hand by continu-
ously monitoring the network (collecting data from different components
in the network) and on the other hand by simulating the behavior of this
network on the basis of mathematical models. The combination of these
two approaches allows both an up-to-date picture of the network and
a good estimation of its behavior in future situations. The underlying
mathematical models are often specific to the respective domain and are
therefore based on various physical approaches, as shown in Table 1. The
given list of models (which is not an exhaustive list) already underlines
the enormous diversity of existing simulation approaches. Similarly, a
subdivision of different approaches according to the underlying method-
ology is possible, e.g., empirical, agent-based, system dynamics-based,
economic aspects, or network-based.

A central shortcoming of the approaches mentioned in Table 1 is that
they can only represent a single network or a single domain, the de-
pendencies between the networks are typically not represented in the
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Table 1. Overview on different model-based simulation approaches applied in various
CI domains.

Domain Physical Models (selection)

Traffic Granular flows (macroscopic model, e.g. [11]), agent-
based simulation (microscopic model, e.g. [38]), or vari-
ants thereof; cf. for example [12].

Water Incompressible fluids or similar; cf. for example [24][22]
[2][33].

Gas Compressible liquids/gases or similar; cf. for example [7]
[25].

Communication Stochastic models (waiting lines, e.g. [27]) or similar; cf.
for example [14][36].

Power Ohm’s laws and alternating current technology, Maxwell
equations, induction law, etc.; cf. for example [14][32]

model. Although this allows simulations and risk analyses to be carried
out for a single network, it does not allow a view beyond the boundaries
of the network, such as a holistic view of all supply networks within a
city. In order to achieve such a coupling of different simulation systems
into an overall system, so-called co- or cross-domain simulation meth-
ods [14][36][32] are used. In these methods, however, usually only two
domains can be ”interwoven” into a common model, such as energy and
communication [23] in the context of Smart Grids.

2.2 Interdependency Graphs

Dependencies between critical infrastructures or parts thereof have
been extensively investigated in recent years. Various approaches to
categorize these dependencies can be found in the literature (cf. for
example [29][28]), which basically propose five categories: physical, in-
formational, spatial, procedural and social dependencies ([29][28]). Such
categorization can contribute to a better understanding of the inter-
action between infrastructures, e.g., by visualization in the form of an
interdependency graph and supports the assessment of the probability
that an incident will have an impact on related infrastructures. In real
scenarios, however, the interdependencies are much more complex and
the definition of these categories, as contained in the literature, is often
too general to be applied directly in practice.
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Refined approaches to categorize and describe the interrelationships
between critical infrastructures include the Hierarchical Holographic Model
(HHM), the Input-Output Interoperability Model (IIM), and the Hierar-
chical Coordinated Bayesian Model (HCBM) (see [8] for more details on
these models). In this context, the HHM [9] provides a taxonomy that
explains the various possible interdependencies between critical infras-
tructures in more detail than described in [29]. This makes it possible
to get a more precise idea of the existing interdependencies. The IIM
[10] also provides a detailed overview of the interdependencies between
critical infrastructures (or more generally between economic sectors) and
describes the impact of incidents based on linear equations. However, it
focuses heavily on economic aspects that may not always be the appro-
priate context for considering critical infrastructures. Rather, extreme
events are of low probability but with serious consequences of partic-
ular interest, although generally little data on such events is available.
Therefore, HCBMs [37] allow the combination of data on extreme events
from different sources in order to improve the accuracy and variance in
impact assessment.

One interesting approach to identify and assess the interdependen-
cies among critical infrastructures is the Preliminary Interdependency
Analysis (PIA) [1]. The PIA provides a methodology to inspect differ-
ent types of dependencies (e.g., functional dependencies, similar compo-
nents or common environment) and refine the findings in an iterative
way. This then leads to a High Level Service Model and a Detailed
Service Behaviour Model, which provide an overview on the abstract
services of the critical infrastructures and the operation of those ser-
vices. In this way, the PIA is similar to the ODYSSEUS approach we
will present below, since it manages to connect services from different
domains and also describe the operational states of those services in case
of an incident.

Another effective way to model partly unknown dynamics and rela-
tions between events are stochastic processes. By using probability dis-
tributions, these models can take into account the intrinsic randomness
and uncertainty inherent in the interaction between critical infrastruc-
tures. A prominent example of this is percolation theory [15][30], but
has rarely been used in the areas of security and risk management. For
example, percolation theory was used in [16] to model the spreading of
malware within a heterogeneous network. In addition, techniques based
on Bayesian networks are also used to describe interdependencies be-
tween critical infrastructures [31].
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2.3 Cascading Effects

Interdependency graphs are also frequently used as a basis for simula-
tion methods to describe cascading effects (as mentioned above). A first
approach in this direction was the Cross Impact Analysis (CIA), which
allows to describe how the relationships between individual events will
affect future events (for a more detailed examination of CIA for cascad-
ing effects, see [34] and the references contained therein). In a more
general approach, Interdependent Markov Chains (IDMCs) are used to
describe the propagation of cascading effects within a utility infrastruc-
ture [26]. Initially, IDMCs were used in the energy sector to describe the
dynamics of the system in order to analyze overload scenarios and esti-
mate the probability of a blackout. This model was later extended to be
applicable among critical infrastructures [26]. However, Bayesian models
and Markov chains are more difficult to apply compared to percolation
theory because of the large amount of data required to analyze the sys-
tem and understand the interplay. In addition to the above-mentioned
approaches, various other stochastic models for the description of cas-
cading effects are available, which in particular specify dependencies
between different networks (cf. [13][8][21]) and can be simulated using
percolation theory (cf. [20]).

However, such models are sometimes difficult for end users to instan-
tiate (parameterize), since the specification of probabilities for the be-
havior of network nodes is often an essential part of the model building.
Software support (e.g. [35]), and process-oriented procedure models for
data collection (e.g. [3]) exist, but may be difficult to implement in prac-
tice due to the diversity of the domains involved. In [17][18], a stochastic
model has been developed that not only identifies potential cascading
effects within a network of interconnected critical infrastructures, but
also supports the assessment of these cascading effects. Therefore, ex-
isting methods from the fields of percolation theory and Markov chains
(see details above) were combined and extended to determine the pos-
sible consequences of certain scenarios, e.g., when an infrastructure has
to reduce its capacity or fails completely, by means of simulations [6]. In
a similar approach, the concept of Markov chains is extended by prob-
abilistic Mealy automatons [19], which allows a simulation of cascading
effects within a critical infrastructure.

3. ODYSSEUS Simulation Approach

The cross-domain analysis framework that is going to be developed in
ODYSSEUS is based on the simulation of the effects of different threats
to supply networks within a city, which are essentially determined by the
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interdependencies of these networks. This typically means a ”parallel”
simulation of different networks taking into account the current state of
the another network, e.g., between electricity ↔ ICT). The framework
in ODYSSEUS is based on a construction that is equally applicable to
all domains and is based on a representation as a directed graph con-
sisting of a set of nodes and edges. A node is not fixed in its physical
characteristics and can, depending on the type of simulation, represent
a node in the power grid, a distribution point in the water network
etc., while edges represent the connections between these nodes in var-
ious forms (physical, logical, ...). Accordingly, an edge can represent a
connection between two nodes in the same domain or between different
domains 2. Therefore, the model is divided into an intra-domain and an
inter-domain (or cross-domain) level.

3.1 Simulation on the Intra-Domain Level

The intra-domain level focuses on the simulation of one individual
network, e.g., the power network, and therefore pursues two basic ap-
proaches: on the one hand, the dynamics within the network are de-
scribed on the basis of the underlying and proven physical models (see
Table 1). In this way, each individual network can be simulated using
well-established models from the literature, which are instantiated using
existing information on the individual networks. Therefore, existing the-
oretical and practical tools (theories and software) implementing these
domain-specific models can be used. However, there is one drawback to
this approach: since utility networks are only considered up to a certain
level of abstraction (e.g., due to complexity of the overall network or the
available information), these physical models may not always be fully
applicable.

In cases where such an ”exact” model-based simulation is unavailable
or infeasible, the second approach focuses on the approximation of the
dynamics by generic models. More precisely, the behavior of a node A is
simulated by an artificial neural network (ANN). Abstractly speaking,
this ANN is represented as a function fA with n input parameters and
m output values, which can be flexibly designed by training data (cf.
Figure 1). The same procedure is used for edges A → B, whose behav-
ior is also represented by a (analogously constructed) function fA→B.
In particular, this form of modelling allows an abstraction of physical
processes in a purely qualitative way, such that it can be applied for
any physical quantities (such as electrical power, water pressure, traffic
density, etc.) used in the respective network.
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Figure 1. Illustration of the intra-domain view of the model.

This machine learning approach can approximate single physical sys-
tems (e.g., incompressible fluids for water networks, compressible gases
for gas networks, granular flows for traffic networks, etc.), if there is
not enough information available for a complete simulation (e.g., due
to the chosen level of abstraction). To achieve that, the participation
of stakeholders and network operators is required to supply a sufficient
amount of training data for the ANN (or more precisely the function
fA) described above. If such data is available, the ANN can simulate
the physical behavior of a node or an edge with sufficient accuracy. This
results in a network of nodes and edges which can be seen (mathemati-
cally and for the simulation) as a series of different function blocks whose
individual behavior can be adapted to the conditions of the simulation
(see Figure 1 for a graphical illustration).

3.2 Simulation on the Inter-Domain Level

The inter- or cross-domain level focuses on the simulation of the over-
all system, i.e., the dynamics between the individual networks. Therein,
the behavior of a node is characterized by its reaction to external influ-
ences, i.e., by a change in the operational state of its neighboring (depen-
dent) nodes. These interdependencies are subject to complex dynamics,
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which can be determined by technical relations as well as organizational
(i.e. non-technical or non-physical) mechanisms, such as emergency sup-
ply systems, insurances for the failure of individual suppliers or similar.
To describe these dependencies, we are relying on a formalization of
stochastic dependencies, which has already been developed in [17][18][6]
[19].

Figure 2. Illustration of the inter-domain view of the model.

In detail, to find a more abstract way of representing the general
condition of a node separately from its respective domain, each node is
characterized by different operational states, which can range, for ex-
ample, from ”undisturbed operation” to the ”total failure” of a node.
In this way, the effects of an incident on a node E in one domain (for
example in the power network) can be represented by the change of its
operational state. Furthermore, due to the existing dependencies across
different domains, the change of the operational state of node E can af-
fect the node A in another domain (e.g., in the water network, cf. Figure
2). Hence, this external event in the power network triggers a transition
of node A from one operational state to another. From a theoretical
perspective, each node can be understood as a probabilistic Mealy au-
tomaton, since such an automaton is described using different states and
can emit symbols to model the effects influencing other nodes [19]. An
additional advantage of this representation is that state transitions are
probabilistic, i.e., the inherent uncertainty about the influences between
different domains can be represented in this process. In other words, the
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node A may or may not react onto a state change of the connected node
E in the other domain depending on some probability.

This prior method provides a basis for the description of the connec-
tions between different infrastructure networks. However, in ODYSSEUS
the approach is extended and further developed for a cross-domain and
generic use in order to better represent these dynamic aspects of the
individual networks. For this purpose, the information flow between
the individual components (both technical and organizational) of the
different domains is analyzed and their interplay and interactions are
considered to make use of domain expertise about the dependencies be-
tween the nodes. This information flow between the networks is used to
define the transitions of the operational states of each node.

In a similar way, the state transitions are also depending on the node’s
behavior according to the intra-domain model. Hence, the output of the
ANNs from the intra-domain model described in the previous Section
1.3.1 are mapped onto the operational states of the automaton repre-
sentation of the node. In this way, the machine learning approach is
applied to model the physical part of a node and mimic its behavior
according to concrete physical processes whereas the Mealy automaton
representation integrates more abstract and informal knowledge about
the interdependencies and the interplay across domains (cf. also Figure
3).

By jointly simulating the intra- and inter-domain levels, the simula-
tion framework envisaged in ODYSSEUS can provide a holistic under-
standing of the impact of potential threats across multiple interrelated
networks. Hence, this approach allows to characterize these interrela-
tions between the individual domains in a structured, systematic and
empirically underpinned way.

4. Applications and Limitations

4.1 Application Fields

Due to the constantly growing dependencies and interconnections
among the CIs located within a large city, the complexity of those net-
works can hardly be grasped anymore. Therefore, it has become more
and more important to understand the potential cascading effects an
incident might have on specific infrastructures but also the social life
within a city. The main application of the simulation model presented
here lies in this context with the aim to support regional risk analyses
carried out by different bodies. This can be achieved by using the cross-
domain simulation approach as part of the impact assessment during the
the classical risk management process. Besides the results coming from
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Figure 3. Illustration of the combination of the intra- and inter-domain model with
information from a publicly available GIS-based platform (e.g., OpenStreetMap).

the analysis of the risks for an individual CI network, the simulation ap-
proach will provide a more general and holistic view. This will allow risk
managers within the CI operators as well as on a higher administrative or
political level to make better estimations on the potential consequences
of an incident. This information will further facilitate a more compre-
hensive risk analysis and support decision makers on multiple levels.
Especially against the background of the recently established ”Network
and Information System Security Act” in Austria such a cross-domain
risk analysis is a central enabler for the protection of these critical supply
infrastructures. Accordingly, we envision three potential users groups:

Infrastructure operators running the various supply networks within
a city would benefit from a simulation model as proposed here,
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since it would provide much more accurate assessment of the con-
sequences of an incident within their own network. Furthermore,
by considering cascading effects on other networks, existing risk
analyses can be complemented and refined with additional infor-
mation.

Central administrative bodies responsible for risk and disaster con-
trol within a city would benefit greatly from a holistic overview on
the various supply networks within the city. A comprehensive sim-
ulation of the entire network will enable such institutions to better
assess the complex effects of an incident on the individual infras-
tructures as well as on the population and thus to plan preventive
measures more effectively.

National authorities responsible for the protection of critical in-
frastructures would also gain an improved insight to the analysis
of difficult to assess events, especially intentional hazards and at-
tacks on soft targets, through such a holistic simulation model.
This would allow the identification of potential cascading effects
at multiple levels and support the planning of preventive measures
and emergency response plans to mitigate the effects.

4.2 Limitations

The core limitation of the presented approach is the availability and
handling of the required data, as already mentioned in the previous Sec-
tion 1.3. This manifests itself in threefold way; firstly, the information
about the individual network infrastructures. Whereas some of those
are rather easy to acquire (e.g., the road and rail network), some others
(e.g., power or telecommunication networks) are more difficult to get,
in particular, when it comes to the ”last mile”, i.e., information about
the final connection to the consumer. This is highly sensitive data that
infrastructure operators won’t (and shouldn’t) be giving out easily. Sec-
ondly, with regards to the intra-domain simulation, the machine learning
approach requires a large amount of training data to produce a sufficient
model of one component in the respective network. For the same rea-
sons as just mentioned above, it might be difficult to obtain this data
from infrastructure operators. This, however, is where domain-specific
simulation models may become an unlimited source of data to train our
ANNs. Thirdly, with regards to the inter-domain simulation, a lot of
knowledge about the interrelations between networks is necessary to in-
stantiate the model. Whereas this information, to some degree, might
not be too sensitive, it can be difficult to obtain since a lot of it might
be implicit knowledge.
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In our project, we plan on tackling all three parts mentioned above.
On the one hand, we will strongly rely on openly available data on infras-
tructure networks, e.g., from OpenStreetMap, OpenInfrastructureMap
or others (cf. the bottom domain in Figure 3). These maps provide
a good overview on existing infrastructure networks down to a certain
level of detail, which should be sufficient building a simulation model for
each network. On the other hand, we will heavily involve experts from
the infrastructure operators to obtain first-hand data and information
upon the networks. In particular, we will be developing the information
on dependencies and relations between infrastructure networks in inter-
disciplinary workshops with the operators’ experts. This will allow us
to obtain sufficient information on the interdependencies and also ex-
tract implicit knowledge from the experts. With regards to the machine
learning approach, we will also investigate the option that the ANN can
be trained by the operators themselves within their security domain. In
this way, neither interfaces to the systems of the network operators nor
the exchange of sensitive information will be necessary.

Another critical limitation to the presented approach is the already
mentioned complexity of the CI systems and networks within a city.
Each individual network consists of numerous physical and cyber assets
as well as multiple kinds of connections (e.g., cables, pipe etc.) between
them. Hence, it is not only almost infeasible to model every detail of
each network but it is also inefficient. At a certain point, the amount
of work required to make the model more detailed and precise does
not correspond to the increase of insights gained by this effort. In our
project, we will take up this challenge by introducing a specific level
of abstraction. We will only model the individual CI networks down
to this level of abstraction and not go into further detail. This will
allow us to keep the modelling process feasible without losing too much
information and insight about the operation and behavior of the network.
For choosing this level of abstraction, we will have in-depth discussions
with the CI operators to identify the right point below which the overall
model does not provide a significant increase of information about the
system.

5. Conclusion

In this article, we presented a conceptual approach towards a holis-
tic simulation model combining multiple critical infrastructure networks
within a large city that is going to be developed in the Austrian funded
research project ODYSSEUS. Our approach mainly builds upon a two-
level structure, an intra-domain level and an inter-domain level. On the
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intra-domain level, the individual infrastructure network is simulated ei-
ther based upon the underlying physical model of the respective domain
or using a machine learning approach, where individual components of
a network are represented by a neural network which is trained based
on existing data. Further, the inter-domain level models the interdepen-
dencies among the networks and simulates cross-domain effects using a
stochastic approach, where each component in a network is modeled as a
Mealy automaton with probabilistic state transitions. Hence, this holis-
tic simulation provides infrastructure operators with a concise overview
on potential cascading effects, which can range from one domain to an-
other. In this way, the simulation results can be used in a risk analysis
of an entire city to inspect the effects of threats on the complex network
of critical infrastructure networks.
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